WHITDRAWAL: Comparative efficacy of sirolimus-eluting stents and paclitaxel-eluting stents in East Asian versus non-East Asian patients: a systematic review and meta-analysis.
The article by Zhao R, Lu Q, Yang R, DU J, Deng S, She Q. entitled "Comparative efficacy of sirolimus-eluting stents and paclitaxel-eluting stents in East Asian versus non-East Asian patients: a systematic review and meta-analysis" was published ahead of print in the journal Minerva Cardioangiologica on January 31, 2017. The corresponding author of the article, Prof. She, and his group submitted the same manuscript to two different journals (to Minerva Cardioangiologica - Edizioni Minerva Medica on June 25, 2016 and to Cardiovascular therapeutics - Wiley on May 31, 2015), despite a properly handsigned copyright form stating the paper had not been submitted to any other journals was provided, with subsequent redundant publications. The publisher Minerva Medica S.p.A. asks for the Epub ahead of print publication of the paper in Minerva Cardioangiologica to be withdrawn.